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In the last post1 I talked about how to quantify harmonic dissonance in a
just intonation scale. Here I talk about how to extend this method to 12-tone
equal temperament.

Let us first consider how to quantify the dissonance between exactly two
notes. Call them n1 and n2, and let them be between 0 and 87 – for the 88
notes of the piano keyboard. Furthermore, let n1 ≤ n2. (We can always achieve
this condition by assigning our variables appropriately.)

We can approximate their dissonance by applying our previous method and
pretending that the interval between them is the interval in its most natural
state in just intonation. E.g., between C#5 and F#5, we say that the interval
is a just-intoned perfect fourth. In reality it is not this; it is a 12-TET perfect
fourth. And if the keyboard were tuned in just intonation, it still would not
be this; it would be a much more complex ratio, a wolf interval. But we shall
pretend, for the sake of approximation, and lose little in doing so.

Suppose now that n2 is less than an octave above n1. Let us think of
n1 as having frequency 1, and n2 as having the frequency determined by just
intonation, as given by Table 1.

j, defined in Table 1, is a function which computes (a first approximation of)
the dissonance between n1 and n2. It takes the least common multiple of the
frequencies of n1 and n2; or, considered differently, the product of the numerator
and denominator of the frequency of n2.

Now we wish to extend j to work when n2 is more than an octave above n1.
Let D be the dissonance, and d = n2 − n1, the distance between n1 and n2.
Then:

D =
j(d mod 12)

2d/12
(1)

Note that the division operation in 2d/12 is intended as integer division,
rounding down. The dissonance halves every time n2 rises an octave relative to
n1.

We want a further regulation of the volume relative to pitch. When the
interval is more widely spaced, the dissonance is less. But also, when the interval

1http://antitheology.wordpress.com/2011/11/27/harmonic-consonancedissonance-just-
intonation/
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n2 − n1 Interval Freq. of n2 j(n2 − n1)
0 U 1 1
1 m2 16

15 240
2 M2 9

8 72
3 m3 6

5 30
4 M3 5

4 20
5 P4 4

3 12
6 dim5 7

5 35
7 P5 3

2 6
8 m6 8

5 40
9 M6 5

3 15
10 m7 7

4 28
11 M7 15

8 120
12 8va 2 2

Table 1: The frequency and dissonance values of different intervals.

as a whole is higher, the dissonance is less. Every time the interval rises an
octave, the dissonance halves. So we have:

D =
1

2log12(
1
2 (n1+n2))

× j(d mod 12)

2d/12
(2)

Now, finally, we scale the dissonance according to the volumes, v1 and v2, of
the two notes:

D =
√
v1v2 ×

1

2log12(
1
2 (n1+n2))

× j(d mod 12)

2d/12
(3)

This equation is an idealization in that it does not capture the fact that we
are working in 12-TET, rather than in just intonation, and the dissonance of
the intervals varies in a systematic way from what we would expect under just
intonation. I came up with a strategy by which we could account for this fact. I
am not planning on using it, because I doubt that the formula we already have
is sufficiently precise for that refinement to be meaningful. But I will present
the strategy anyway, in case it comes in handy in the future.

We can model the 12-TET deviation from just intonation by deriving a
multiplier for the dissonance which travels along a sine wave for a distance
corresponding to the distance of the 12-TET frequency ratio from the just-
intoned frequency ratio.

To write an equation for this, we first need to be able to state the frequencies
of n1 and n2 in 12-TET. The following function accomplishes this:

f(n) = 2
n
12 (4)

This function gives A0 a frequency of 1.
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Now let j1
j2

be the frequency ratio of n1 to n2, as given in Table 1. Let k be
a constant multiplier which determines the intensity of the dissonance increase
created by the 12-TET deviation from just tuning.

D =
√
v1v2×

1

2log12(
1
2 (n1+n2))

× j(d mod 12)

2d/12
×(2+k sin(2π

j1
j2

(
f(n2)

f(n1)
− j1
j2

)− π
2

))

(5)
So far we have only said how to quantify the dissonance between two notes.

How do we extend this to arbitrary numbers of notes? Equation 3 is not easy
to extend to cover more than two notes. What we can do is apply Equation 3
between every combination of two notes present at a given time, and average
the results. We take the average rather than the sum because my introspection
indicates that many notes playing simultaneously does not feel more dissonant
than a few notes playing simultaneously; the consonances and dissonances blend
together and feel like they are averaging out. (For example, if I play a dissonant
interval, and then add another note which forms consonant intervals, the sound
is less dissonant.)

Now, how do we apply the foregoing method to determine the harmonic
dissonance of a phrase? At each tick we compute the dissonance of that tick,
by the method just described. Then we have a graph of the phrase’s dissonance
over time. The phrase’s total dissonance is the integral of its dissonance over
time – i.e., the sum of the dissonances at each tick.

All that remains is to say how to decide the volumes v1, v2, ..., vm of the
notes n1, n2, ..., nm playing at a given tick. The volumes will be between 0 and
1.

Take any n. Let e be its velocity (between 0 and 127). Let t be the time, in
ticks, since it has started playing. Then:

v =
e

127
× 1

t
(6)

We also want, when calculating dissonance, to take into account notes that
have recently died out. Introspection indicates that these have an effect on
harmony perception; it as if they are “echoing” in the mind. For a note that
has died out, let e be its velocity, d its duration in ticks, and t the time since it
has died out. Then:

v =
e

127
× 1

d
× 1

t
(7)

When v falls below a certain threshold, the AI will consider the note to be
“dead,” and no longer factor it into calculations.
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